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ABSTRACT
In this essay, I advance a theological account of critique that attends
to the material nature of creaturely life. This account involves !rst
the “postcritique” movement recently taken up by literary
theorists. In order to demonstrate what postcritique involves for
political theology, I enlist Luke Bretherton’s anti-Manichean
theological method and its case for ethnography. I then turn to
an extended example. Speci!cally, I ask about the usefulness of
whiteness discourse. I answer that the term “whiteness” is most
useful when connected to the material racism that it helps to
explain and less useful when abstracted from realities that
“whiteness” properly describes as contingent. In pursuing my
account of critique in regards to whiteness, I use my postcritical
formulation to frame political scientist Cedric Johnson’s
penetrating assessment of whiteness studies. I conclude by
suggesting that whiteness discourse abstracted from material
realities borders on nonsense, but not an uninteresting kind of
nonsense.
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Critique as critique

Literary theory’s “postcritique” movement, helmed by Rita Felski, seeks to distinguish
between criticism and critique, and worries that instead of serving the work of literary
criticism, critique has taken on a life of its own.1 If critique serves the work of literary
interpretation and interpretation serves the decidedly humanistic ends of human !our-
ishing, then we need critique to serve rather than undermine those ends. No doubt the
devil is in the details of distinguishing between the humanistic ends and that which
undermines them. Felski’s concern is that in the endlessness of all there is to critique,
we have lost sight of the distinction altogether. Much of this has to do with how the
very idea of human ends has become contentious. And no wonder, given how “the
human” has been consistently weaponized in order to facilitate dominative exploitation.
In the aftermath of these histories, normative speech about human ends simply sounds
suspicious, and critique serves to con"rm the suspicions. Literary theorist Ronan McDo-
nald speaks to this when he writes,
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Critique is often leery about values and judgments, especially aesthetic ones. Values are
there to be ‘interrogated.’ Where do they come from? Whose power interests are served
by them? Critique produces negation after negation, like a child continually responding
‘why?’ to every answer.2

But how far and to what end? McDonald continues,

The turn against critique emerges in part from exasperation at this tourniquet around eva-
luative language… . Highly critical movements like Marxism, feminism or post-colonial-
ism/de-colonialism clearly have avowed an overt anti-oppressive politics. Though such
political and ethical projects deploy critique as a cardinal tool, they also need the vigilance
demanded when putting acid in a bucket or handling a Rottweiler.

In other words, even a titular critique of ends serves ends – like resistance to and liber-
ation from capitalism, patriarchy and colonialism – preserved and presumed in critique’s
appearance. Postcritique seeks to acknowledge this fact so as to position critique in
helpful versus unhelpful ways.

Felski imagines critique, when properly deployed, rediscovering what one was looking
for when things went sideways, showing forth distortions as distortions of fundamental,
and likely indispensable goods. Hence, rather than what she calls an “estrangement with
ordinary language” she queries of a “dialogue of ordinary language” (139 and 134). She
wonders about critique’s motivations, not questioning them, but trying to properly place
them: “We are always already entangled, mediated, connected, interdependent, inter-
twined” (146). Advancing actor network theory, she speaks of interconnections that
“are temporal as well as spatial; woven out of threads crisscrossing through time, they
connect us to what comes before, enmeshing us in extended webs of obligation and
in!uence” (158). Making good on critical theory’s achievements, she reminds us, “The
trick is to think temporal interdependence without telos, movement without suppression;
pastness is part of who we are, not an archaic residue, a source of nostalgia, or a return to
the repressed” (ibid.). Moving from temporal to spatial and relational registers, she high-
lights how we are not each one “a solitary self-governing subject who summons up
actions and orchestrates events. Rather, actors only become actors via their relations
with other phenomena, as mediators and translators linked in extended constellations
of cause and e#ect” (164). Not only does critique serve networks of attachment and attu-
nement, but foments its own, and rightly so, Felski thinks (134). Critical theorists in the
social sciences, including those committed to antiracist ends, likewise place themselves in
something of a performative contradiction when their critiques prove unable to account
for themselves. Speaking of critique’s fraught presence in sociology, Luc Boltanski and
Laurent Thévenot put it this way:

The main problem of critical sociology is its inability to understand the critical operations
undertaken by the actors. A sociology which wants to study the critical operations per-
formed by actors–a sociology of criticism taken as a speci"c object–must therefore give
up (if only temporarily) the critical stance, in order to recognize the normative principles
which underlie the critical activity of ordinary persons. If we want to take seriously the
claims of actors when they denounce social injustice, criticize power relationships or
unveil their foes’ hidden motives, we must conceive of them as endowed with an ability
to di#erentiate legitimate and illegitimate ways of rendering criticisms and justi"cations.

2McDonald, “Critique and Anti-Critique.”
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It is, more precisely, this competence which characterizes the ordinary sense of justice which
people implement in their disputes.3

If so in literature and social theory, so much more so in those discourses where normative
speech comes more naturally. The challenge for Christian theology then isn’t so much the
important literary distinction between criticism and critique (say, biblical criticism and
critique) but rather working to ensure that the indispensable work of critique does not
dissolve the will to pursue goodness, truth, and beauty even when they seem so frustrat-
ingly unavailable, or have become weaponized against goodness, truth and beauty. Chris-
tianity’s right deployment of critique falls to its confessional mode, less critique in service
of criticism and more critique as confession. On the other side of critique, Felski is inter-
ested in our attachments and attunements which makes of critique intensi"cations of, as
it were, attachment and attunement.4

Manichean thinking, and its ethnographic opposite

In order to see what critique attuned to attachment looks like theologically – indeed in
order to show how properly theo-logical critique is always already attuned to attachment
– let me turn to a contribution political theologian Luke Bretherton makes in Christ and
the Common Life, situated as it is in the critique-heavy cultural context Felski seeks to
address. The contribution has to do with what the book calls “Manichaean thinking.”
Accordingly, when one looks at some human state of a#airs and asks, “What’s going
on?” one will, when looking with proper theological lenses, discover problems of some
kind or other.5 Manichaean thinkers make a big deal of these discoveries and set the
work of theology to discovering problems and delineating their meaning, the point of
which is to help Christians avoid the problems, especially when they have roots in and
consequences for Christian faith. What makes this method theological is the prominent
role the theological lenses are given to play. Without these lenses, the problems could not
be seen for what they are. So, for example, the Manichaean thinker might ask, “While it
looks good, what’s really going on with humanitarianism?” The application of Christian
concepts like “blessings” will provide lenses which put in question humanitarian notions
of bene"cence. Without those lenses, humanitarian bene"cence skates by, as if bene"-
cence were rooted in Christian charity, or deadlier still, Christian charity is merely a
species of humanitarian bene"cence. This critical distinction allows Christians to
rightly relate to humanitarianism, which can now be dealt with as the problem that it
is (i.e., humanitarianism threatens central Christian commitments by proclaiming
itself an extension of Christianity or as Christianity’s judge and jury). Going forward,
armed with distinctions enabled by theological concepts, Christians will know to keep
humanitarianism at arm’s length, a crucial realization given how humanitarianism
would otherwise be given a free pass. Manichaean thinkers pride themselves as
keepers of the fold, and the best among them remain vigilant against wolves in sheep’s

3Boltanski and Thévenot, “Sociology of Critical Capacity,” 364.
4For a fuller account, see Felski’s Hooked.
5Bretherton, Christ and the Common Life, 90. Further citations will be made parenthetically inline above. This account of
Bretherton’s Christ and the Common Life was previously published as “Brethertonian Thinking” on Political Theology
Network (PTN) on September 26, 2019. Thanks to PTN for permission to reuse here.
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clothing. Dividing the world between sheep and wolves is what makes them Manichaean
– they see the world in binary.

Manichaean thinkers, according to Christ and the Common Life, know just enough to
be dangerous. This problem with Manichaean thinking can be shown by contrasting it
with the kind of theological method Christ and the Common Life puts on full display.
The Brethertonian thinker, like the Manichaean thinker, begins by asking, “What’s
going on?” The Manichaean thinker and the Brethertonian thinker agree that properly
answering that question requires theological concepts of assessment. But the Manichaean
thinker hijacks concepts for their ability to criticize. Brethertonian thinking goes beyond
critique. It similarly asks, “What’s going on?” and also uses theological lenses to do so.
Upon discovering problems, however, it responds, “So what? What did you expect?
Did you think there were stretches of this world not damaged in some form or other
by sin? Do you suppose Christian life to be lived on those stretches?” Brethertonian thin-
kers are not surprised to "nd problems with, returning to our example, humanitarianism,
not because humanitarianism stems from a bugaboo secularism, but because humanitar-
ianism falls under what Christian scripture thematizes as the redemption of all things
(Col. 1:19–20). Those surprised by humanitarianism’s limitations have forgotten that
Christian concepts tell “a story about a God who comes to a people in debt bondage
and makes a way where this is no way” (33). Under this description, it is not particularly
novel to "nd problems. Nor is it a feat of theological genius to "gure out their meaning
and implications. The trick isn’t "nding the problems. The trick is making sure the pro-
blems don’t take over the analysis.

The Brethertonian thinker thinks in terms of the whole story and deploys Christian
concepts under its narrative framework, believing that concepts have meaning and use
in continuity with the broader story they tell about Christ’s victory over the powers. Con-
cepts, including those like “whiteness” used for critical assessment, incline toward God
for their perfection, and proper application of those concepts inclines the Christian
life toward the perfection critique as critique desires, what Stephen Mulhall following
Thomists like David Burrell calls “an internal relation between a perfectionist vision of
words and a perfectionist vision of the self.”6 The issue with hijacking concepts for cri-
tique is that doing so cannot help but miss the story and therefore misuse the concepts.
The Augustinian issue with Manicheanism is that in the story it tells evil trumps God.
The programmatic issue with Manichaean thinking is that it thinks the world is ruled
by wolves and it "xates on small-minded tasks like safeguarding Christianity. It appro-
priates concepts like “blessing” to show all that is wrong with humanitarian bene"cence,
when the point of the concept is rather to say that even something as sinfully pretentious
as humanitarian bene"cence can be converted to be more than its pretensions – and,
thank God, considering what humanitarianism is after. “The prophetic no must be pre-
mised on some form of eschatological yes,” Bretherton writes (60). If so with humanitar-
ianism, so much so with racism, which Bretherton un!inchingly describes as white
supremacy, “a self-perpetuating part of the political system that is veiled behind a
desire to bene"t existing, supposedly neutral structures of privilege and ‘rational’
forms of self-interest and group interest” (94). Insisting on the “eschatological yes” is
not meant to deny Christian witness its critical edge. It is only to say that critique

6Mulhall, Great Riddle, 85.
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needs to be put in service of the whole story. Critique serves the purpose of clarifying
what the proper use of any concept comes to, such that to stop short of at least gesturing
to “the eschatological yes” is to fail to understand what the Christian life of the mind
comes to, hence Mulhall’s powerful suggestion about the concurrence of a perfectionist
vision of words and a perfectionist vision of the self.

Bretherton’s mode of analysis "nds its programmatic home in an account of ethnogra-
phy he argues is critical for the work of Christian ethics. Bretherton uses iconographic
imagery to describe the work of ethnography, the idea of the world as icon,

At its best, what it produces is a kind of iconographic writing that summons us to contem-
plation, or open attention and reception of a lifeworld we did not make and do not control,
in order to heal and convert our own forms of seeing, hearing, and talking about the world
around us.7

Bretherton relates a certain rejection of natural law “as that which can be excavated by
reason alone.” Ethnography evinces a better way to think about creation’s revelatory –
i.e., iconographic – capacities, as “an open yet un"nished cosmos whose value is not
objectively given but depends on our capacity to participate in it via symbolic processes
of meaning-making” (172).8 Properly inhabiting creation requires attention akin to Fels-
kian modes of attunement and attachment:

To orientate ourselves appropriately and participate faithfully, we need forms of observation
and reasoning that do not lead us to step back from the world but enable us to discover with
others how to participate in creation in ever richer ways. (ibid.)

Rather than “mere spectators” whose critical distance renders them “spectral beings alie-
nated from any determinate form of life” Bretherton coaches “close attention to, partici-
pation in, and open-hearted wonder about the world around” that might “generate
imaginative visions for inhabiting creation in more nourishing, concrete, and profound
ways” (172–3). As Bretherton puts it elsewhere, “theology is a constructive judgment that
can utilize ethnographic modes of attention as ways of engaging not in abstract judg-
ments but listening up close and participating so as to make judgments based on practical
reason.”9 Ethnography examines culture as “the crucible through which we struggle to
attune ourselves to our status as creatures, neighbors, and redeemed sinners” (173).
The ethnographic posture helps Christians “describe and evaluate [a particular form of
life] within its own frame of reference and in relation to its conformity to Christ” with
an eye to the “revisability” of particular “customary practices and forms of sociality”
(173).10

The bene"t rami"es not simply to the analytical task, but also to Christian theology’s
incarnational posture: “the accuracy of our apprehension of God’s self-revelation in Jesus
Christ is not, ultimately, assessed by whether we espouse this or that statement of faith
but by the quality and depth of our love of God and neighbor” (177). Insofar as
Christ’s incarnation serves, and embodies, liberative ends, then ethnography names a
way of relating to the world as if liberation is not alien to it. Ethnography studies a

7Bretherton, “Tasks of Christian Ethics,” 185–6. Further citations will be made parenthetically inline above.
8Banner, Ethics of Everyday Life.
9Bretherton, “Coming to Judgment,” 190.
10See Bretherton’s ethnography of community organizing, Resurrecting Democracy.
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world troubled by sin, and how God overcomes the world (John 16:33). It looks at how
the world is through the lens of how it will one day be, and vice versa. Without both in
view, both sin and sin’s overcoming, ethnography will miss something important, either
grounding out within an immanentist frame or absconding to transcendental abstrac-
tion. To use again the image from Christ and the Common Life, Christianity, including
Christian ethnography, recounts “a story about a God who comes to a people in debt
bondage and makes a way where this is no way” (339). Ethnography relates this story
only inasmuch as it discovers and confesses it.

One might worry that putting the two parts of the story together, as does Bretherton’s
anti-Manicheanism, might end in triumphant narratives, skipping over sin’s e#ects on
the way to redemption. But this would only slip to the other side of the Manichaean
divide. Rather, the story’s dramatic turns lay bare sin’s consequences, where the narrative
arch within which sin unfolds – redemption through God in Christ – illuminates just
how bad things have gotten. Bretherton refers to this as ethnography’s “Augustinian
orientation” as “one that attempts to understand our social and political life as an
order of love, albeit one dis"gured and disordered by idolatrously loving the right
things the wrong way” (183).

Having o#ered a theological account of critique that brooks both critique’s critical and
constructive postures, let me know turn to an extended example. Whiteness discourse pre-
sumes to get at the reach and reality of racism. But in stating its case, it overshoots its target.
The problem here is not simply an account of racism that puts it beyond the possibility of
material redress, but insofar as that is true, misses what racism is and does, thereby
missing what is genuinely pernicious about it. Concluding, in keeping with the need to
temper critique’s critical edge, I o#er a use beyond the misuses of whiteness discourse.

“Whiteness” everywhere

Those hoping to quell the ubiquity of whiteness ironically spend a lot of time talking
about it. A survey of the last three decades shows that “whiteness” appeared in the
titles of over 1100 books, book chapters and academic articles. Over that same period,
“whiteness” is mentioned in keyword or abstract summaries over 3000 times among aca-
demic research articles. The vast majority of those titles and mentions have come in the
last ten years. “Whiteness” now turns up everywhere in academic discourse, certainly in
expected places like the social sciences, education theory, ethnic studies, geography, lit-
erature and history, but also in less expected places like agricultural studies. Consider this
short sample of academic titles that include “whiteness”: “The Invisible Weight of White-
ness,” The Unbearable Whiteness of Being, “Moving Beyond Whiteness in North Amer-
ican Academic Libraries,”Whiteness, Weddings, and Tourism in the Caribbean, and “The
Unbearable Whiteness of Milk.”11

Among academics who mention whiteness, one "nds commentators of contemporary
culture o#ering, through conceptualizations of whiteness, bracing observations about
racism. Consider just a few:

11Bonilla-Silva, “The Invisible Weight of Whiteness”; Pilossof, Unbearable Whiteness of Being; Castagno, Warner, “Moving
Beyond Whiteness in North American Academic Libraries”; Wilkes, Whiteness, Weddings, and Tourism in the Caribbean;
Freeman, “Unbearable Whiteness of Milk: Food Oppression and the USDA.”
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. “Whiteness can today be de"ned as a system of hegemonic power that operates to bene"t
people perceived to be white and to disadvantage people perceived to be of color.”12

. “‘whiteness’ emerged as white people came to !ourish by way of complicity with
supremacist social processes and to reap the wealth that came from embodying
such practices.”13

. “Normative whiteness is so deeply engrained that overcoming it requires color-con-
scious mediation – a determined e#ort to think one’s way out of white supremacist
assumptions… In the American racial order, whiteness is a ‘moral choice’ by
people of certain ancestry and/or appearance to accept the privileges conferred on
people of such ancestry and/or appearance.”14

. “As our interviews make evident, many people distance themselves from blackness
and go to great lengths to cozy up to whiteness. Their own identities often seem to
be muddled in their minds as they grapple with how the white framing of Asian Amer-
icans dictates who they should, and should not, be.”15

In religious studies, the term appears everywhere in titles, abstracts and keyword list-
ings and subject "elds.16 Among Christian theologians, the work ofWillie James Jennings
serves as particularly prominent example, which I return to later.17

The prevalence recounted above is remarkable by any measure of academic trends, but
more so if one considers that “whiteness” as either an academic concept or as a popular
term of art was just three decades ago largely unheard of. Mention of whiteness began to
enter the academic lexicon in the early 1990s when it showed up in a handful of titles.18

Prior to that, it could be loosely associated with such intellectual luminaires as W.E.B. Du
Bois and Derrick Bell.19 What started as a largely unknown, intensely suggestive and
highly obscure notion has in recent years blown up into what is now a go-to concept.

“Whiteness” has spread beyond academic circles to become common, even expected,
within activist circles, regularly showing up in a broad array of settings from racial equity
workshops to social media as a term of art galvanizing antiracist e#orts everywhere.
Whiteness is mentioned in over 1500 podcast titles or episode descriptions. A quick
search of “whiteness” on social media outlets returns the Facebook communities “White-
ness Project” and “Dismantling Whiteness” with 10,300 and 4100 followers, respectively,
with the stated missions of examining “how Americans who identify as white, or partially
white, experience their race” and “an open forum for white folks to process their white-
ness, undo internalized racial superiority, and share knowledge and resources.” Twitter
handles include #WhitenessToldMe, Disrupting_Whiteness, and @aboutwhiteness.20

12Teel, “What Jesus Wouldn’t Do,” 19.
13Harvey, “Which Way to Justice?” 61.
14Turner, Awakening to Race, 12, 102.
15Chou and Feagin, The Myth of the Model Minority, 183.
16Consider the following representative sample: Blum et al., “Forum: American Religion and ‘Whiteness’”; Boscaljon,
“Beyond Idolatrous Whiteness I”; Norris,Witnessing Whiteness; Schneider and Bjork-James, “Whither Whiteness and Reli-
gion?”; and Nye, “Race and Religion.”

17Jennings, After Whiteness; Jennings, “Can White People Be Saved?”
18Roediger, Wages of Whiteness; Frankenberg, White Women, Race Matters; Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White; Jacob-
son, Whiteness of Another Color; and Morrison, Playing in the Dark.

19Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America, 700; and Bell, “After We’re Gone.”
20The data on humanities and social sciences is gathered from Web of Science. The data on religious studies and theology
is gathered from ATLA Religion Database. Data on podcasts was gathered from Listen Notes.
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There is little to suggest interest in whiteness, in religious and theological studies and
beyond, is abating. Just the opposite. Given how most of the titles and mentions came
in just the last few years, one can make the case that whiteness will soon become, if it
is not already, the dominant concept through which racism is conceptualized and
contested.

Amazingly, and perhaps tellingly, given its prevalence, it remains unclear what the
term means, its utterance often issuing in vague gestures that reveal ambiguity about
what users want it to mean or do. Part of the concept’s allure comes from its suggestion
that racism is totalizing and permanent, a force of nature that determines human history
without being determined by it. The term “whiteness” – with its felt intensity, colored
imagery and metaphysical touch – then is able to !esh out those suggestions. That attrac-
tiveness and power has also meant that whiteness as a concept of antiracism has largely
gone unexamined, and unquestioned. Indeed, part of the allure of “whiteness” is the sug-
gestion that questioning whiteness discourse itself indicates whiteness and the problem it
conceptually and practically presents. This lends rhetorical power to the term’s mystique.
Yet the suggestiveness, while politically powerful, works inasmuch it loses touch with the
material phenomena it can otherwise help to explain.

Accordingly, how useful is “whiteness” as a mode of critique? That of course depends
on what one means by critique. If one means by critique that which serves some theolo-
gical end, as I have suggested through Felski and Bretherton, then whiteness proves suc-
cessful insofar as it gets us to those ends, which surely includes Christian modes of
antiracist liberation. Insofar as it doesn’t, it doesn’t. And if one means by racism some-
thing material, then whiteness as a mode of constructive critique needs to answer to
determinately material ends. Whiteness would prove successful here if tied to material
modes of analysis through which the term can be used to materially identify and resist
racism. The material implementation has the e#ect of rendering dubious those less mate-
rially oriented deployments of whiteness language. While I have great respect for modes
of analysis, like Jared Sexton’s and Frank Wilderson III’s Afropessimism, that seek to
move beyond the material in order to illuminate the ontological aspects of racism, I
doubt that most non-material expressions of whiteness language are capable of such illu-
minations (say, immaterial analyses capable of accounting for racism’s material investi-
tures) and are better o# sticking with “whiteness” as a more directly concrete principle of
analysis.21 If “whiteness” is given to meaning anything, increasingly it will mean nothing,
thereby losing its explanatory power. While setting out parameters for critique will strike
some as problematically con"ning, it stems from a rather uncontroversial belief about

21Speaking of Afropessimism’s ontological framing, William David Hart mentions being “skeptical of the traditional
Marxist view of racism that reduces it to a capitalist ideology, a historically contingent strategy of labor management
and social control. The nastiness of antiblackness exceeds the theoretical needs [of] capitalism. It works at a level much
deeper than ideology,” “Constellations: Capitalism, Antiblackness, Afro-Pessimism, and Black Optimism” (15). Hart
writes: “Antiblackness, in short, is not merely a historical contingency. It is about more than capital accumulation
and class rule. Antiblackness is ontological: a structuring reality, part of Western metaphysics. Thus, traditional
Marxist categories cannot comprehend the tenacity of this antiblack nastiness. This constitutive lack makes a non-
Marxist supplement necessary. [Cedric] Robinson argues that metaphysics supplies that lack” (ibid., emphasis original).
For Sexton and Wilderson’s respective articulations of Afropessimism, see Sexton, “Social Life of Social Death”; Sexton,
“People-of-Color-Blindness”; Sexton, “The Vel of Slavery”; Sexton, “A!rmation in the Dark”; Wilderson III, Red, White &
Black; Wilderson III, Afropessimism; and Wilderson III, “Afro-Pessimism and the End of Redemption.” In Asian Americans
and the Spirit of Racial Capitalism I deal directly with Hart’s powerful challenge, and suggest, through an extended
engagement with Afropessimism, that the account of racial capitalism I develop, one where political economy operates
through a use-identity-justi"cation moral psychology, anticipates and answers need for this “non-Marxist supplement.”
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language: any discourse, including critical discourse, works within limits. As I have tried
to show, this is true for critique qua critique and this is true for theological discourse,
where the logic of speaking of God entails speaking of creation as "rst belonging to
God and only subsequently, as a function of distortion, belonging to, for our purposes,
whiteness as an investiture of racism.

The Limits of whiteness discourse

Felski writes,

We cannot oppose a ‘myth’ of progress to the critic’s bleak-eyed assessment of how things
are—as if the negativity of critique were somehow beyond rhetoric or misinterpretation or
prejudice or narrative, a nose-to-nose encounter with the gritty textures of truth. It is not a
matter of "ction versus reality but a matter of weighing up the pros and cons of di#erent
dispositions. (129)

Felski asks us here to weigh our uses of critique against the practical projects for which
they are deployed. Since critique is no less vulnerable to delusion than is any other
gesture or mode of being, the point is not fuller self-consciousness, better recognition
of the limits of our speech. Rather the point is the practical human projects which our
speech speaks about. The issue before us is not "nally the academic one of getting our
discourse straight, but rather getting back to those lifeworlds discourse serves. In other
words, the test for the truthfulness of any discourse is how well it sets us up for life.
For discourses like “whiteness” the proof is in the pudding. Deployed for antiracist
ends, how much closer does its use get us to liberation from racism? Felski’s alignment
of critique with attunement and attachment and Bretherton’s ethnographic use of cri-
tique helps highlight critique’s proper expansion and limits. For both, critique works
best when keyed to the ends which motivates its use, making of critique an imminently
practical task.

Cheryl Harris’ classic law review essay, “Whiteness as Property” demonstrates how
whiteness language as a mode of critique both helps and does not help the practical
cause of liberation.22 Harris’ argument provides a re"ned framework for understanding
how the social relations – couched as “whiteness” – that produced race as a justi"cation
for chattel slavery and native genocide also produced the dominant legal conception and
application of property (1718). Harris argues that

[t]he legal legacy of slavery and of the seizure of land from Native American peoples is not
merely a regime of property law that is (mis)informed by racist and ethnocentric themes.
Rather, the law has established and protected an actual property interest in whiteness
itself, which shares the critical characteristics of property and accords with the many and
varied theoretical descriptions of property. (1724)

Though evolved since its inception around settler conquest and chattel slavery, whiteness
has persisted in its powerfully disciplinary character, continuing to produce countless
outcomes and expectations that favor white dominance (1778). Whiteness language
here serves as an explanation for what prevents political and governmental structures
from addressing material conditions of inequality. In delineating how juridical

22Harris, “Whiteness as Property.” Further citations will be made parenthetically inline above.
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formations rendered otherwise blatant racism imperceptible, her argument is able to
materially account for how the law consistently fails to address obvious across-the-
board inequalities, thereby further undermining possibilities for e#ective redress.
Harris shows this by incisively demythologizing the Supreme Court’s celebrated Brown
ruling against racial segregation. While Brown extended equal protection to African
Americans, thereby redirecting Plessy’s legacy, the ruling, Harris argues, extended
Plessy by failing to instruct the government about its responsibilities for eradicating
material inequality, in turn perpetuating white privilege under the formal auspices of
equality (1757). Here, whiteness language helps the analysis by marking out the ways
conceptual blindness and material realities reinforce one another.

For all of its achievements, Harris’ essay ultimately strays from material to problema-
tically abstract conceptions of whiteness. This comes in her elaboration of the persistence
of whiteness, which leaves the mixed impression that whiteness is both a developed for-
mation and a timeless reality, where the rhetorical force of the latter undercuts the crucial
historicity of the former. Harris writes,

[t]he wages of whiteness are available to all whites regardless of class position, even to those
whites who are without power, money, or in!uence. Whiteness, the characteristic that dis-
tinguishes them from Blacks, serves as compensation even to those who lack material
wealth. It is the relative political advantages extended to whites, rather than actual economic
gains, that are crucial to white workers. (1759)

When Harris here portrays whiteness as available to anyone deemed white, she intends
more than the straightaway analytic point that whiteness belongs to white people. More
so, the force of the claim is based on the premised staying power of the possession. We
are talking about a bene"t not only available when nothing else – “power, money, or
in!uence” – is but also something that compensates for that lack. In order to serve
that function, whiteness, over and against all other properties ascribed to a person,
must hold its power come what may, as if its meaning, like the power of its social
capital, is frozen in time, una#ected by the absence or presence of power, money or
in!uence and certain across the expanse of human a#airs.23 Once disconnected from
the dense materiality of the phenomena under consideration, whiteness language
becomes less helpful, opening the way for “whiteness” to go o# the rails having now
been disconnected from the material determinations that make its invocation
helpful.24 It is one thing to review how whiteness has persisted and persists in particular
ways and times – sometimes coupled to power, money or in!uence, sometimes

23See here Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor’s resonant anxieties about whiteness discourse: “whiteness,” Taylor argues. “is an
adaptation of the American left to the myth that the United States is a classless society… [whiteness] invariably col-
lapses important distinctions among whites into a common experience that simply does not exist.” Taylor, From #Black-
LivesMatter to Black Liberation, 210–11. For an excellent example of the materially attentive critique I have in mind, see
her Race for Pro!t.

24Toril Moi attributes the abstracting #ourish to “our craving for generality.” For Moi, critical theory, keen as it is on the
political bene"ts of critically theorizing particular phenomena and concepts, serves as an especially illuminating case
given its stated commitments to particularity. “Theorists in the grip of the ‘craving for generality’ are interested in the
general concept, not the particular case. For them, the particular case is not theoretically interesting; it remains a mere
illustration of the general claim…My argument is that such e$orts to reach the particular through the general will
always fail. A theory fueled by the craving for generality will always reproduce that hallmark distance from actual
human experience, the contempt for the particular case, that Wittgenstein warns us against.” Moi, Revolution of the
Ordinary, 93, emphasis original.
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compensating for them – and another to overinterpret whiteness as interminably able to
compensate for powerlessness, poverty and vulnerability.

One sees something similar in theological analyses of whiteness. Consider a rather
prominent example. In the essay, “Can White People Be Saved?” Willie James Jennings
writes,

Whiteness is a working, a forming toward a maturity that destroys. Whiteness is an invita-
tion to a form of agency and a subjectivity that imagines life progressing toward what is in
fact a diseased understanding of maturity, a maturity that invites us to evaluate the entire
world by how far along it is toward this goal.25

In After Whiteness: An Education in Belonging, Jennings continues the pedagogical theme
by portraying whiteness in terms of a white slaveowner overseeing the Christian edu-
cation of his slaves.26 Jennings comments on the 1863 image “Slaves at Worship on a
Plantation in South Carolina” that depicts a slave master, along with his white family,
sitting in on a Christian worship service for slaves. “Here sits the master at the narrative
center of this image, a presence so big that it dwarfs everyone else. He sits looking out at
no one in particular with a posture that suggests both surveillance and avoidance” (79).
Jennings describes the scene as a “racial paterfamilias, that is, the rule of the plantation
father over the family and of the master as the organizing center of domestic and public
life” (ibid.). The scene is harrowing, horrifying in fact. Jennings considers the possibility
that perhaps the pictured slaves are at the moment partaking in a form of “camou!aged
rebellion” (81). But just as soon as he raises the possibility, he dismisses it, “Instead I
imagine that this slave preacher is an enslaved preacher proclaiming a gospel useful to
this institution – church, slavery, whiteness” (82). Jennings’ portrayal is characteristically
brilliant and insightful, and the image as he renders it, brutal and crushing. As he does
throughout his magisterial The Christian Imagination, Jennings presents the reader with
an inside look at the violent logics driving American chattel slavery, European coloniza-
tion, Christian imperialism, theological conquest, so on and so forth.27 His portrayal of
1863 whiteness is as believable and powerful as Harris’ presentation of 1896’s Plessy.

Yet like Harris Jennings ends up investing whiteness with something transhistorical.
He tells us “The church and the academy, theological or otherwise, have been bound to
the same whiteness since the advent of colonialism” (83). The same brutal and crushing
whiteness directing that horrifying scene binds us today. In Jennings’ rendering, white-
ness is given to outliving its conventions, at once reliant on institutions like church and
slavery while also comprising its own institution – indeed one that outlasts the others.
Jennings’ theological casting only deepens this sense, such that what has staying power
for Harris gains ontological permanence in Jennings. When he speaks about whiteness
as “a relationship with the world that was basically one dimensional – we interpret
and manipulate the world as we see "t, taking from it what we need, and caring for it
within the logics of making it more productive for us” it is di$cult to distinguish
between this account of whiteness and a general Christian account of sin.28 For
present purposes, the problem is not so much the suggestion that whatever Christians

25Jennings, “Can White People Be Saved?” 34.
26Jennings, After Whiteness. Further citations will be made parenthetically inline above.
27Jennings, The Christian Imagination.
28Jennings, “Can White People Be Saved?” 32.
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mean by sin, it bears some natural relationship to white people, or, conversely, the sug-
gestion that the same account does not apply to non-white people.29 More directly, it is
the too-easy association of whiteness and the timelessness of sin.

To be clear, my question is not whether white supremacy today is less brutal and
crushing than it was in 1863 or 1896. Indeed, I would contend that in some ways, by
dint of its endurance, white supremacy is more crushing and brutal than ever, that its
sheer recalcitrance and adaptability have made it monstrous in new ways.30 What I ques-
tion is the suggested sameness. I would think that we need to examine the speci"c fea-
tures of its conventionalization, and only from that position determine whiteness’
reach and reality. Doesn’t claiming that we are “bound to the same whiteness” short-
change the kind of empirical investigation that might rescue us from the claim’s ques-
tion-begging circularity, which now has the e#ect of investing whiteness with the
rhetorical power it would behoove us to challenge?

Overinterpreting whiteness obscures its contingent status, including the testimony of
important counterhistories recounting streamsof resistance – thatwhich Jennings considers
and then dismisses – that remind us that history could have, and still might, turn out other-
wise. As legal theorist Brenna Bhandar recently argued in relationship toHarris’ “Whiteness
as Property,” whiteness gains traction within the historically-bound career of capitalist
exploitation. While Harris importantly emphasizes the interaction between whiteness and
property – as an example of what Audrey Smedley called, as I earlier referenced, “conventio-
nalization” – foregrounding its hold on social and legal imaginaries of property, that empha-
sis can fail to appreciate just how dependent ideas of racial superiority are on arti"cial
conceptions of property ownership, political right and social identity.31 For Bhandar, it is
critical to remember – and emphasize repeatedly – how unnatural race and property are
as individual and conjoined notions. They had to be made and can be unmade.32

To draw out Bhandar’s point, and mine about conventionalization, consider what pol-
itical philosopher Nancy Fraser says about racism’s structural dependence on capitalist
political economies. Racism operates within the infrastructure provided by capital’s
global expansion; outside of that infrastructure, it is unclear what racism amounts to.

29On this point, what Vivek Chibber says about postcolonial theory can also apply to Jennings’ account of whiteness,
“What is objectionable about postcolonial theory is not that it insists on ‘provincializing Europe,’ but that, in the
name of this project, it relentlessly promotes Eurocentrism – a portrayal of the West as the site of reason, rationality,
secularism, democratic culture, and the like, and the East as the unchanging miasma of tradition, unreason, religiosity,
and so on.” Chibber, Postcolonial Theory and the Specter of Capital, 291. Indeed, one can trace a line of argument
between Chibber’s rejection of Edward Said’s “cultural turn” framework and Jennings’ reliance on it. See Chibber,
“Orientalism and Its Afterlives;” Chibber, The Class Matrix: Social Theory after the Cultural Turn; Jennings, Acts, 45–6
and 65; Said, Representations of the Intellectual; and Said, Re"ections on Exile.

30See my account of racial capitalist “aftermarkets” in Tran, Asian Americans and the Spirit of Racial Capitalism.
31Smedley, Race in North America, 108.
32Bhandar, Colonial Lives of Property, 8. Bhandar writes, “Prevailing ideas about racial superiority were forged through
nascent capitalist ideologies that rendered race contingent on speci"c forms of labor and property relations. Property
ownership was not just contingent on race and notions of white supremacy; race too, in the settler colonial context, was
and remains subtended by property logics that cast certain groups of people, ways of living, producing, and relating to
land as having value worthy of legal protection and force. To understand the relationship between the production of
racial subjects and property law, how it functions in colonial contexts at di$erent historical moments, and how it con-
tinues into the present, it is necessary to grapple with a formation whose genesis cannot be reduced to any one singu-
lar system or structure” (8–9). Also, consider Seth Rockman’s statement on the important role indeterminacy and
contingency play in any historical analysis: “Presuming nothing to be inevitable, historians of capitalism… embed
what they study in a matrix of social relations, cultural practices, and institutional arrangements operating under
speci"c, yet always contingent, historical circumstances.” Rockman, “Review Essay: What Makes the History of Capital-
ism Newsworthy,” 447.
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According to Fraser, racism helps to facilitate capitalism’s exploitative and expropriative
operations.33 Racism, in Fraser’s estimation, has thus far been central to – both a cause
and a consequence of – capitalism as we know it. However, racism is not necessary for
capitalism. Racism found a structural role in capitalism’s exploitive and expropriative
operations but racism is not necessary to those operations. One does not have to go
all the way with Fraser in believing that capitalism’s racist infrastructure is “crumbling”
to get the larger point: capitalism is not necessarily racist, and will go without it, leaving
racism without the primary vehicle by which it has progressed. The exploitative and
expropriative impulses of capitalism will go on as long as capitalism goes on, and they
will always need to develop ideological justi"cations to do their work. Within the
racial schematizations that sprung up in tandem with industrialization, colonization,
imperialism, enslavement and capitalization, racial capitalism has been able to build
entire worlds around whiteness. As those worlds shift, perhaps even crumble, capitalism
will need to look elsewhere than whiteness.34

These questions about the staying power of whiteness and whiteness language "nd
sharp expression in political scientist Cedric Johnson’s penetrating assessment of white-
ness discourse. Johnson’s review of David Roediger’s seminal contribution to the dis-
course, The Wages of Whiteness (a Duboisian notion referenced in my summary of
Harris’ “Whiteness as Property”), takes a route similar to Bhandar and Fraser in attempt-
ing to trace the material conditions that make race and racism useful.35 He points to two
“case study-illustrations” where “whiteness” is taken to explain some historical phenom-
enon but upon closer inspection turns out to be less helpful.36 First, against those who
read the 2005 Hurricane Katrina disaster in Roedigerian fashion as “ethnic cleansing”
aimed at African Americans, Johnson asserts Adolph Reed’s alternative analysis

As Reed noted at the time, the contra-!ow evacuation plan, where all lanes of the Interstate-
10 highway are directed away from the city center, worked well for middle-class and
working-class blacks with access to automobiles, as it had for similarly situated whites, Hon-
durans, Vietnamese and Isleños among others.

According to Johnson, “Blackness and institutional racism were convenient, pedestrian
explanations of what happened, but these frames are too imprecise to capture the
grounded-dynamics shaping the scale and substantive toll of the disaster.”37 In contrast
to Roediger’s broad strokes, Johnson calls for

33Fraser, “Is Capitalism Necessarily Racist?”
34One might consider here conditions recently described by the political demographer Robert P. Jones: “The American
demographic, cultural, and religious landscape is being remade. These transformations have been swift and dramatic,
occurring largely within the last four decades. Many white Americans have sensed these changes taking place all
around them, and there has been some media coverage of the demographic piece of the puzzle. But while the country’s
shifting racial dynamics alone are certainly a source of apprehension for many white Americans, it is the disappearance
of white Christian America that is driving their strong, sometimes apocalyptic reactions. Falling numbers and the mar-
ginalization of a once-dominant racial and religious identity—one that has been central not just to white Christians
themselves but to the national mythos—threatens white Christians’ understanding of America itself.” Jones, “Eclipse
of White Christian America.” For a contrasting viewpoint, see Alba, The Great Demographic Illusion.

35Johnson deals with Roediger’s Wages of Whiteness; Toward the Abolition of Whiteness; Working Towards Whiteness; and,
How Race Survived U.S. History.

36Johnson, “The Wages of Roediger.” Johnson recognizes W.E.B. Du Bois’ in#uence here, and Black Reconstruction’s orig-
ination of the idea of whiteness as a “wage.” He attributes Black Reconstruction’s “racial chauvinism” to a period before
Du Bois fully embraced the implications of Marxist thought. See Du Bois, Black Reconstruction, 370.

37Reed, Jr. “Undone by Neoliberalism”; Reed, Jr. “Three Tremés”; and Davis, “Who Killed New Orleans?”; see also, Davis,
“The Predators of New Orleans.”
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the kind of informed, grounded-historical account that not only gets New Orleans right, but
is the only worthwhile interpretative approach for those of us who want to create a more just
and egalitarian city, one the places the needs of working people over those of capital.

Second, discussing invocations of “whiteness” in relationship to policing and incarcera-
tion, Johnson writes,

Black and brown populations are overrepresented among those who are incarcerated and
under court supervision, and black men are much more likely to be killed in arrest-
related incidents. The common denominators among America’s incarcerated at the time
of their arrest and after their release, however, are poverty, underemployment and
unemployment.

Instead of narrow framings focused on racial identity, Johnson asks for “class analysis of
the actual historical dynamics at play.” The payo# will be those practical interventions
dealing with practical realities,

If the problems of policing and incarceration are widely felt across race and ethnicity, urban-
rural geography and sectional divides, it would seem that there is potential to build a broader
and deeper base of opposition to the carceral state, one that is capable of winning the leg-
islative and congressional majorities needed for any meaningful reforms.38

Johnson’s description of material analysis brings in Bretherton’s description of ethnogra-
phy as highlighting “the somatic, a#ective, spatial, and temporal dimensions of moral and
political discourses and judgments” that puts “under a microscope” states of a#airs des-
perately in need of redress (176). Johnson’s call for critical race theory to attend more
carefully to “a historical-materialist analysis that begins with the careful examination
of society as it exists, and that does not reduce complex motives and material interests
to markers of identity” echoes a call Bretherton makes of Christian theology toward

constructive judgment that can utilize ethnographic modes of attention as ways of engaging
not in abstract judgments but listening up close and participating so as to make judgments
based on practical reason. Such judgments are in the service of better, that is to say more
faithful, action. (187)

The discourse’s methodological failings illumine the conceptual !aws hounding, for all of
its bene"ts, whiteness language. In the absence of those critically important material
investigations, whiteness discourse’s tendency to abstract is one that cannot help but
“reduce complex motives and material interests to markers of identity.” Johnson
writes that once racial a$nity is reduced to political constituency, “black nationalists’
essentialist thinking about race, often dressed up in the language of culture, becomes
central to the discourse of whiteness from its origins in the New Left to its institutiona-
lization as an academic sub-"eld.”39 The end result of “con!ating identity and interests”
is to accrue little bene"t for the antiracism it purportedly speaks for. In Johnson’s
damning summation:

There is not much evidence that the expansion of this mode of [anti-racism] over the last
few decades has produced a di#erent politics, a willingness to take risk, to sacri"ce one’s

38D’Arcy, “The Rise of Post-New Left Political Vocabulary.”
39For a similar argument, see Ford, Racial Culture.
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privileged position to make substantive changes in society, or even altered day-to-day
behavior.40

Examinations like the one Johnson o#ers through Reed, Bretherton’s theological eth-
nography, Felski’s attunements and attachments, Smedley’s conventionalization, histori-
cal studies like Judith Stein’s “‘Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others’: The Political
Economy of Racism in the United States” and Barbara J. Fields’ “Slavery, Race and Ideol-
ogy in the United States of America” can bene"t uses of “whiteness” by grounding its
reference.41 Without guardrails that materially locate its use, it becomes conceptually
unwieldly, no doubt rhetorically powerful, but for that reason (simultaneously rhetori-
cally powerful and conceptually imprecise) often counterproductive to the ends of liber-
ation. Whiteness tempts otherwise helpful analyses like those of Harris and Jennings to
leave the rough ground on which they have traction.

“Whiteness” as substantive nonsense

I have tried to show how critical theory can get away from itself, namely by under-
mining the liberative ends that motivates its work. For literary theorist Rita Felski,
critique gone badly alienates itself from the material and conceptual ground that
might otherwise grant its e#orts footing. Relocating critique to the domain of attu-
nements and attachments through which critique comes to matter, Felski calls cri-
tique back to itself. For political theologian Luke Bretherton, the intrinsic
relationship between Christianity and liberation requires theological work to incar-
nate itself in the thickets of material life, where one comes to see “What’s going
on?” and then fashions iconographic proposals and projects going forward. Brether-
ton’s anti-Manichean ethnography immerses itself in the day-to-day materiality of
people’s lived experiences, networked as they are within what Matthew Desmond’s
“relational ethnography” describes as “"elds rather than places, boundaries rather
than bounded groups, processes rather than processed people, and cultural con!ict
rather than group culture… ,” thereby “focusing on the internal logics of distinct
but interconnected social worlds.”42 The careful hard work of ethnography keeps
theology honest, confounding and correcting the abstractions that too often deter-
mine its course. Cedric Johnson joins Felski and Bretherton in imagining the
work of critique as liberative in form, directed as it is toward liberation from
racial capitalism. Johnson shows how whiteness discourse, as a particularly popular
form of critical race theory, utilizes an analysis of race and racism gravely discon-
nected from concrete conditions. The abstractions serve rhetorical and therapeutic
ends, but insofar as racial capitalism manifests in lived realities, vague references
of “whiteness” get us no closer to liberation. Indeed, examination of their semantic
articulation often reveals the opposite. Something like nonsense.

40For how analyses focused on “social death” come at the cost of the particularity of black life, see Bennett, “Writing into a
Void”; Warren, “‘Blackness’ and the Sclerosis of African American Cultural Criticism”; and Brown, “Social Death and Pol-
itical Life in the Study of Slavery.

41Stein, “‘Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others;” and Fields, “Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States of
America” ground uses of “whiteness.” For Fields’ own critique of whiteness discourse, see her “Whiteness, Racism,
and Identity.”

42Desmond, “Relational Ethnography,” 548 and 557.
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Early in this essay, I said that “whiteness” speech often issues in vague gestures that
reveal ambiguity about what users want the term to mean or do. This is especially
true, as I have argued, when the utterances arrive divorced from the material realities
that whiteness language can help explain. Abstracted from those instances, “whiteness”
often makes little sense. I said early that there can be rhetorical bene"ts to the vagueness,
certain political a#ordances that come with using powerfully suggestive terms in power-
fully ambiguous ways. “Whiteness” is one such term. It has been my argument that those
serious about liberation from racism will need to resist such inducements. To speak in
ways that are simultaneously politically powerful and conceptually vague will in the
long term delegitimize claims of racism. Claiming through “whiteness” that racism is
everywhere, not tied to any speci"c material instantiation, is to move toward evacuating
racism of meaning. This essay has attempted to emphasize the importance of this basic
point.

Yet even as I say that, I want to acknowledge the attraction to “whiteness” precisely in
these nonsensical ways. Nonsense ensues when a statement lacks de"nitional content,
where some word or set of words remains unde"ned or its application unfamiliarly pro-
jected, its meaning undetermined. For example, outside a certain semantic context, “A
purple person walked into the room” lacks sense. Its sense requires, awaits, a world
where “purple” denotes intentional content, perhaps something about skin tone or, in
the case of societies that utilize color-coded racial schematizations, a new racial desig-
nation, perhaps an intersectional gendered or sexed identi"er. If we are talking about
a case of plain nonsense, the fact that the sentence has no sense does not mean it
cannot have sense, only that it does not yet. The speaker has yet to explicate the sense
she intends, is still to supply the meaning her use accords the sentence, “By ‘purple’ I
mean X.” We can take or leave her concept, deeming it useful or not, but we cannot
take away the sense her use has granted. We can leave her alone with her use, in
which case her use will be semantically irrelevant, or adopt it, in which case she will
have introduced into our world a semantic di#erence.43

A substantively nonsensical statement, on the other hand, would be one where the
speaker herself remains unsure, or uncommitted, is still in process, in transition, as to
what she intends, wants to do, hopes to accomplish, and so actively wonders what can
be intended, done, accomplished, in claiming a proposition. Wittgenstein’s examples
of substantive nonsense emphasized especially those religious and ethical utterances
we can neither make sense of nor live without.44 The utterance’s state of uncertainty
can result from any number of things, and Wittgenstein’s readers cite precisely this
unclarity of purpose motivating substantively nonsensical utterances.45 An example

43For my fuller treatment of this version of nonsense, see Tran, “Cora Diamond’s Theological Imagination.”
44Wittgenstein wrote, “if a man could write a book on Ethics which really was a book on Ethics, this book would, with an
explosion, destroy all other books in the world. Our words used as we use them in science, are vessels capable only of
containing and conveying meaning and sense, natural meaning and sense. Ethics, if it is anything, is supernatural and
our words will only express facts; as a teacup will only hold a teacup full of water and if I were to pour out a gallon over
it.” Wittgenstein, “A Lecture on Ethics,” 7.

45In speaking of “substantive” nonsense, I intentionally depart from those “resolute readers” of Wittgenstein who speak of
a resolute nonsense. On the “resolute” readers of Wittgenstein, also see Diamond, “Throwing Away the Ladder”;
Diamond and Conant, “On Reading the Tractatus Resolutely: Reply to Meredith Williams and Peter Sullivan”; the
other essays in Crary and Read, eds., The New Wittgenstein, especially James Conant “Elucidation and Nonsense in
Frege and Early Wittgenstein”; Conant, “Mild Mono-Wittgenstein”; and Goldfarb, “Das Überwinden: Anti-Metaphysical
Readings of the Tractatus.”
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would be something like, “A white person walked into the room.”46 Sometimes, the con-
ditions of ethical utterance, such as those determining whiteness language, are overdrawn
conditions that entail speech exceeding sense because the regular province of prop-
ositions, where sense is derived from de"nable content, simply cannot be de"ned.

Hence, we can talk about substantive nonsense, an objection to or projection beyond
some state of a#airs that itself lacks clear de"nitional content in the same way that
screaming into a hole in the ground lacks clear de"nitional content, utterances under
duress, and so utterances of whiteness issue like an appeal to no one in particular.47 In
this case, whiteness does not so much seek to represent or investigate some phenomenon
in the world – say those material instances whiteness language can otherwise help to
explain – where its meaning depends on the accuracy of its representation or a prop-
osition’s capacity to make sense of material reality. Rather, whiteness in this case
responds to worldly phenomena that feels incapable of representation or explanation,
where the words on o#er have been corrupted or colonized. Ann Anlin Cheng
wonders, for instance, about the conditions of speaking about subjectivity in the
context of the self’s devastations,

Freedom for the captured may not be the gift of uncompromised liberty but the more
modest and more demanding task of existing within entombed shells. It is not only that
bodies can leave their residue in the things that they produce (an insight that object
studies has taught us) but also that objectness reveals the divergent, layered, and sometimes
annihilating gestures that can make up personhood.48

Such entombed gestures and speech acts become necessary in a world that has apparently
run out of resources for explaining itself, a world like racial capitalism, one that some
have always lived with, and in which others have su#ered and died. Within this world
and the triumphant postracial proclamations as its logical conclusion – what Eduardo
Bonilla-Silva calls “the highest stage of white supremacy” – myths of whiteness, like
screaming into a hole, might serve as necessary transition concepts, concepts we have
to live with until we can "nd our way clear.49 In reference to her own work, Toni Mor-
rison wrote,

These questions, which have engaged so many, have troubled all of my work. How to be
both free and situated; how to convert a racist house into a race-speci"c yet nonracist
home. How to enunciate race while depriving it of its lethal cling? They are questions of
concept, of language, of trajectory, of habitation, of occupation, and, although my engage-
ment with them has been "erce, "tful, and constantly (I think) evolving, they remain in my
thoughts as aesthetically and politically unresolved.50

Hence, I end with “whiteness” less as an utterance meant to explain some material reality
and more as an a#ectively and politically unresolved utterance issuing as exclamation

46Along with mirroring the aforementioned “purple” example, this references Toni Morrison’s Essence interview “Have
Mercy!” where she talks about default racial language like “A Black man walked into the room.”

47This image is drawn from Mark Danner’s story of Salvadorian war crimes; Danner, “Truth of El Mozote.” Danner reports
the words of a survivor, “I crawled across the road and under the barbed wire and into the maguey on the other side. I
crawled a little farther through the thorns, and I dug a little hole with my hands and put my face in the hole so I could
cry without anyone hearing. I could hear the children screaming still, and I lay there with my face against the earth and
cried.” Thanks to David Toole for this reference.

48Cheng, “Ornamentalism,” 441.
49Bonilla-Silva, “More than Prejudice,” 83.
50Morrison, “Home,” 3–12. Also consider Wilderson III, “The Vengeance of Vertigo.”
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and exasperation – “Whiteness!” as speech seeking understanding, a gesture awaiting a
world, an utterance the point of which is not to explain, not that racism cannot be
explained, but more that its devastations can make explanation hardly the point.
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